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Hillary Clinton

Date of birth: October 26, 1947
FENG SHUI Profiling:

Earth, Earth, Earth

8.2.2

Earth, earth, earth: This is a heavy cycle, queasily immobile. One should introduce in life the
wood element with red and purple colors, or with plants and with high rectangular forms. One
should bring also the fire element with the same colors as well as with triangular forms.

Birth Energy:
Control Energy:
Destination Energy:

Mountain
Valley
Valley

The Energy of the Mountain:

(earth, yang)
(earth, yin)
(earth, yin)

General Profile

THERE WAS ONCE THE REVOLUTION !...
If you are looking for a soft and understanding energy... Stay away!! The energy of the mountain
is monumental, imposing, and overly present. Being born in this energy gives body, substance,
strong principles and the strength to live by them.
It sounds flattering... So why do we think that the natives of this energy are not as simple as they
look? Well, first of all, most of them have forgotten to grow-up. Even after being successful in
their businesses and careers, they are still the way they were in the school yard. Their relationship
system is of one piece: They love or they hate. When they love, it is for the whole life, and they
demand exclusiveness!.. On both sides.
Despite the appearance, they need a strong partner to help them carrying-on their projects all the
way to the end. When doing it alone, they get stuck in the middle.
Their difficulties to have serene relationships should not make you forget about their real qualities.
They are rigid and sometimes authoritarian, and excel in all domains requiring management,
analysis, structure and innovation, while staying pragmatic.
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Honest to their core, they can revolutionize the domain they are involved in, and focus all their
efforts to their goals. When needed, they also know when to become unscrupulous if their own
interest is at stake, surprising their entourages.
When it comes to love, they are fragile. They want to have strong relationships without
concessions. When betrayed, they rarely give a second chance. While well anchored and
strongly attached to their material belongings, they will sometimes fall madly in love with
unsuspected passion. But in any case, they have to keep the control of the relationship.

Best emotional relations: With natives of the valley, of the sun and of the mist
Best professional relations: With natives of the moon, of the sky, of the valley and of the mountain
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Relentless worker
Organized
Stressed
stubborn
Attentive to details
Calm
Aware of its capacities
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Modus Operande: Individual profile

It is the same energy as Charles Dickens, Fedora Dostoyevsky, John Steinbeck,
Ronald Reagan, Leonardo di Caprio, Jean Harlow, Grace Kelly, and Tina Turner…

Motivated and proud, She knows how to seduce. She possessed an attracting kind of calm
power. This apparent calmness hide much ambition and a monumental willpower. Like a
German Sheppard, she never relax her focus before reaching her goal.
She dreams of independence and social status, however, her sensibility and her dependency
can sometime put a break to her way to the top. In fact, her life would be so much easier if she
would accept to stay in a "second role" beside a powerful ally who will open the doors for her...
But her pride is in the way! She HAS to take control!
She likes to live well and work hard, taking initiatives and proposing new ideas. Despite her
motivation, her brilliant mind and her good judgement, she gets often influenced by external
circumstances.
She needs always to ne the center of attention. Profoundly loyal, she can consider others
perspectives, but will focus on details, insignificant to others, annoying and tiring considerably
her entourage.
Despite her rigidity, she easily attract sympathy, without having to open her heart. In love as well
as in her career, she will always have hard time admitting that she is not infallible, and that others
might be right sometimes.
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2012 to 2013: What's behind
2012:When the energy of the Mountain meets the energy of the Mist
No more austerity, it was party time! Money flows, and this native of the mountain cannot complain:
everybody comes to her help. She was able to relax ... That was a first!

2013:When the energy of the Mountain meets its own energy
The party is over! Everything change. It was the perfect time to move, change activity and begin to
work on long term projects. It was a period of calm and serenity for retreat and inner development
particularly appreciated by this native. Time was like suspended.

2014, 2015 and 2016: What's ahead

2014:When the energy of the Mountain meets the energy of the Sun
It is the year where everybody recognize her merits, and she loves it! But it is also a year where
nothing can be kept hidden and where she gets easily exhausted. She should rest more than usual.

2015:When the energy of the Mountain meets the energy of the Moon
This is a time where she must be patient, formulating her projects, studying, and designing her future
without putting it into action. This native of the mountain, introspective by nature, will appreciate this
slow period. In reality, it only seems to be calm. The energy continue to progress in an hidden
manner. A little bit of patience will bring excellent results.

2016:When the energy of the Mountain meets the energy of the Valley
Enough isolation! This native of the mountain will have to come out of her cocoon, All relationships
with others are on the agenda: both associations and separations. It is also a ideal time to some
order in her life and put the past behind. Everything move, but as fast as she would like.
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